President MacLeod called the meeting to order, and the minutes were read and approved.

Jack Buzzetti, chairman, reported that the Student War Activities Commission has joined the National College War Activities Council. Spur-Bear Paw stamp sales of the committee to date amount to $189.15. Buzzetti reported also that a map has been charted with every student's name on it to aid in defense stamp sales. Letters to organizations urging them to use reserve funds on bonds also were sent out, and a campus war activity survey is being conducted. Buzzetti said that a spring quarter dance is being planned at which ballots for electing a Queen will be proportional to stamps bought.

Central Board discussed the Army air corps cadet recreational problem. It was decided that Hesser and MacLeod will talk with army recreational directors when they arrive to see what needs to be done.

There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned.
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